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Using Modern Technologies to Archive Historical Movement Arts

I began my journey of exploration into 15th and 16th century fighting systems in 1984. I started with working from a library microfiche 
of Achilles Marozzo’s treatise entitled Opera Nova from 1536. What I have found over the last 37 years of exploring these historical 
movement books, treatises, and manuscripts is that the art forms of historical swordplay and historical dance, these systems of movement, 
are the most sophisticated kinetic systems of human movement that I have ever encountered.

Shakespeare’s original company members like William Kempe and Robert Armin had a mastery of skills in the art of dance and 
swordplay. When we look at Richard Tarlton we find that he was made a Master of Fence in 1587. The Globe, the Rose, the Hope, 
the Swan, the Theatre, the Bull, the Red Bull, the Red Lion, the Bell, the Bell Savage, the Boar’s Head, the Cross Keys, the Curtain, 
the Blackfriars, the Whitefriars, the Fortune, the Phoenix, and the Cockpit held not only “word plays,” but “sword plays” as well. 
The Blackfriars was the fencing salle of Rocco Benetti. Bouts of swordplay were a major part of the theatrical traditions of the period.

Time Magazine in 1999 named Johann Gutenberg the most influential man in the last 1,000 years. Shakespeare was number five. 
So many of the geniuses of the written word have been lost over time, yet the prolific nature of the printing press changed all that. 
I wonder: if the first folio of Shakespeare’s plays had not been printed, would we now enjoy those beautiful words? How wonderful 
that John Heminge and Henrie Condell had the technology of the printing press.

Whole artistic institutions have grown up around Shakespeare’s words. We study how Shakespeare wrote, where he was born, where he 
lived, where he died, where he was buried, his grave, we have tried to study his bones. We study the clothes they wore, how they made 
the clothes, what kind of buttons they used, how they made the buttons. We study what they ate, how they worked, their political systems, 
and how they engaged with one another. The social aspects of the period. The religious aspects of their lives. Their customs, their tools, 
the instruments of war. Their hygiene. Yet, we know so very little of how they moved, and very little about how they fought, how they 
actually used the instruments and weapons of war. There are libraries full of books that someone, somewhere, wrote at some point about 
Shakespeare and his world. There are studies that examine the differences in the individual typesetters used to print Shakespeare’s Folios 
and Quartos. What greater honor can one have, than to have so many, want to know so much, about what one man wrote? Amazing.

The wonderful thing about studying anything for a number of years is the ability one develops to perceive a quality of intelligence that 
the artist has invested in the artwork itself. Walk into any museum and watch children be moved by the artistry of a painter or a sculptor. 
I remember as a child, how my grandmother who was a school teacher would pick up on occasion a classical work instead of a children’s 
book, and read to my brother and me, in her attempts to get us to sleep. I would hear the words and not know their meaning or who wrote 
them. But, I remember even as a child, the beauty in the sounds and cadence of the words, and recognized instinctively, as all children do, 
an intelligence at work.
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Research Concept and Motivating Vision



We are living in an incredible moment in time as far as technology is concerned. Yet, with all this technology, we cannot hold a candle 
to what they knew about the art and science of movement that flourished in their time. It is commonly thought that, because we have 
advanced in technology since the Renaissance, all the arts and sciences have advanced and flourished. But this is not the case in regard 
to movement. We have come to realize that these ancient systems of movement and training were more complex and sophisticated than 
they are today. Indeed, technology made the need for complex training in the historical martial traditions obsolete, and these movement 
art forms have atrophied over the last five hundred years. The fencing masters of the Renaissance would complain of this very thing. 
George Silver, an English Master of Defence, wrote in 1599: 

...truth is ancient though it seem an upstart: 
our forefathers were wise, though our age account them foolish...

they found out the true defense for their bodies...
while we like degenerate sonnes, have forsaken our forefathers’ virtues with their weapons... 

What we have today is a remnant of what was the noble art and science of movement. 
What has been left to us are those words and images.

Shakespeare in his day had the printing press that gave a lasting legacy to his words long after he was dead. So many of the geniuses 
in the 15th and 16th centuries had ways to preserve their work. Michelangelo had the Sistine Chapel to preserve his work; Da Vinci, 
Durer, Rembrandt had a brush, a wall, the canvas. How do you preserve the art of movement?

What is so difficult about preserving “movement” is that the technology did not exist in Shakespeare’s time. Movement had to be 
preserved within another art form, like the written word or artwork within a book. It is a very difficult thing to do, to try to preserve 
movement in the form of words or images. It is even more difficult to reverse engineer those words and images into movement once 
again in our day and time, into these bodies.

The art of the sword of the 15th and 16th century was no less advanced than the hand that guided Michelangelo’s brush or the mind 
that guided the quill pen that wrote Shakespeare’s words. Heminge and Condell wrote of Shakespeare that: 

His mind and hand went together: and what he thought, he uttered with that easinesse, 
that wee haue scarse receiued from him a blot in his papers. 

But it is not our province, who onely gather his works, and giue them you, to praise him. 
It is yours that reade him, and there we hope, to your divers capacities, you will finde enough, both to draw, and hold you: 

for his wit can no more lie hid, then it could be lost.
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The same can be said of movement artists like Marozzo, Meyer, Silver, DeGrassi, Agrippa, Saviolo, Talhoffer, Fiore, Vadi, Durer, 
Liechtenauer, Carranza, Viggiani, Narvaes, Fabris, Giganti, Capo Ferro, Sweatnam, Thibault, Alfieri, Hope, Angelo, Tuccaro, and 
many others. These gifted geniuses of movement, whose work we find within these books and manuscripts, are simply waiting to 
have us breathe life into their techniques and processes.

I have dedicated 37 years of researching these words and images, by the means of trying to put them back into living human movement. 
We do this by exploring the historical techniques of these master artists through the physical exploration in a studio, by actually throwing 
people around, by picking up a sword and engaging in the painstaking physical studio work of exploring 15th century longsword, 19th 
century bare-knuckles boxing, Egyptian and Roman wrestling, 16th century rapier and dagger, grappling, medieval sword and shield, 
English quarterstaff, all the while being thrown, bounced, stabbed, poked, pushed, and punched. 

In working through these treatises, in all those years of studio research, through all the historical kinesthetic exploration, I began to 
realize that there is a quiet intelligence at work here, and it was not easy to recognize at first. But the more you understand these ancient 
movement art forms in your body, the more you understand the genius behind those words and images. By doing, I have learned how to 
listen - with the body, and it is there, within that easiness where the mind and the hand come together, it is there, where these words and 
images, these dead voices begin to tell their stories. I am a poor messenger, and I feel that I have after all these years just scratched the 
surface of this incredible and beautiful art form.

For the first time in history, modern technology is offering us the ability to preserve the movement depicted in antiquarian books and 
manuscripts. Motion capture technologies allow us to take movement and preserve it in a three dimensional digital form. We can recreate 
and interpret the historical movement in digital form, so that it can be preserved, studied, archived, and shared all over the world.

It is a “Gutenberg moment” for historical movement and movement research. 
This is a new field of research in Renaissance studies.

This text is from a speech presented by Brad Waller titled: “Using Modern Technologies to Archive Historical Movement Arts.”
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Click on this link and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive - Research Concept and Motivating Vision - Movie 10 minutes

https://historicalmovementarchive.org/hma-proof-of-concept/


The Historical Movement Archive
The Historical Movement Archive combines many academic and movement disciplines into one research program and facility. 

This multi-faceted research program is the result of a collaboration involving the Folger Shakespeare Library and Brad Alan Waller.

The Historical Movement Archive is dedicated to the research, analysis, and preservation of previously unavailable movement knowledge, and 
to making that knowledge available to researchers, teachers, historians, and movement artists around the world. This broad range of movement 
knowledge will include historical martial arts, historical dance, historical training principles, cultural dance, and movement traditions. 

The Historical Movement Archive is dedicated to the preservation of cultural performance traditions. This broad range of performance traditions 
will include classical music in performance, classical opera, classical theater, classical ballet, classical dance, and cultural performance traditions.

The Historical Movement Archive International Research and Training Program is the collective endeavor of an international group of historical 
movement scholars, teachers, and performers who are working together to preserve their life’s work in historical and cultural movement art forms, 
using state-of-the-art motion capture technology, volumetric capture technology, interactive serious gaming platforms, and emerging 3D teaching, 
research, and live performance technologies.  

Imagine the history of human movement being analyzed using the highest standards of research, contributing to the advancement of our 
understanding of biomechanics, kinesthetics, proprioception, and the science of historical and cultural movement. This work will create new 
fields of research, such as Kinesthetic Anthropology and Kinesthetic Relativity.

The Historical Movement Archive Research Library will be created to serve as a research facility and a digital 3D online library where the body of 
digitized historical and cultural movement knowledge would be preserved.

The Historical Movement Archive Research and Training Program and Research Library involve the collaboration of many national and 
international cultural and educational institutions, creating an interdisciplinarity of movement researchers, teachers, performance artists, and 
historians. This work is an international effort of many, dedicated to preserve the cultural and historical movement heritage of our diverse societies.

Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive - Overview - Movie
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The Historical Movement Archive Studio is dedicated to research, training, teaching, and performance. The studio will serve as an ongoing 
practical forum for researchers, master teachers, movement artists, and performance artists to get together, work, and share in the wealth and depth 
of knowledge found in historical and cultural movement traditions from around the world. 

The Historical Movement Archive Motion Capture Studio will be created to serve as a research facility where the movement art forms of the past 
and present can be explored and preserved through state-of-the-art motion capture and volumetric capture technology.

The Historical Movement Archive Research and Performance Facility will develop the technical ability to serve as an online 3D broadcast and 
live performance space. Imagine for a moment that over the next few years we will have the technical ability to allow entire performances in classical 
theater, opera, ballet, music, and cultural dance to be preserved in a three-dimensional digital form, to be enjoyed by millions using an immersive 
3D live performance and archive platform. Historical movement research can be showcased and explored in 3D performances, lectures, classes, 
workshops, and other cultural events. The development of such a technology can help to preserve the cultural heritage of a society and have that 
art and culture shared with millions around the world. This is the next stage of development for state-of-the-art motion capture technology, 
volumetric capture, interactive serious gaming platforms, and emerging 3D teaching, research, and live performance technologies.

The participants in the Historical Movement Archive Studio Research and Performance Facility will have the opportunity to work together 
to celebrate and encourage an international exchange of ideas in a physical journey - creating a living library of researchers, master teachers, and 
movement artists through the development of skill, scholarship, technique, and process. 

The Historical Movement Archive Studio Research and Performance Facility would create a home for this work.

       The Historical Movement Archive   Studio
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In collaboration with the Folger Shakespeare Library, the Library of Congress, and other national and international research libraries, historical 
movement works are selected for research and digitized for research purposes.

The Historical Movement Archive is developing a program to coordinate with national and international libraries to create digital reproductions 
of primary source materials. The Giacomo de Grassi treatise of 1570/1594 is the first of a series of Elizabethan and Jacobean historical movement 
works to be digitized and incorporated into movement research applications. 

Digital Movement Research Applications are created at the Historical Movement Archive in collaboration with the College of Visual and Performing 
Arts and the Virginia Serious Game Institute. 

Translation, text analysis, artwork analysis, and voice-over narration are commissioned in a collaboration that would be established with the 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences, the Department of Modern and Classical Languages, and the Department of History and Art History. 

The research applications are used by the international movement community to communicate, collaborate in their research, translate, and 
physically train, in the arduous task of recreating and mastering the historical and cultural movement that will be motion captured, processed, 
analyzed, and archived. This is where the painstaking physical research and training takes place on a daily basis. The research applications contain 
image, text, vocal, video, and 3D files. The digitized historical works are integrated into the research applications using Adobe InDesign, online 
publishing applications, and Unity, a real-time cross-platform 2D, 3D, virtual reality, and augmented reality game development engine. 

The Historical Movement Archive has developed its own 3D viewer, a web application that allows a user to view models and movement sequences 
in 3D. The HMA 3D viewer is based on WebGL, VR, and AR technologies that allow the HMA to display historical and cultural movement in 3D 
on the web, to be viewed on any mobile browser, desktop browser, and, in the future, on VR headsets, AR headsets and smart glasses. 

Brad Alan Waller

Department of History and Art HistoryDepartment of Modern and Classical Languages
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The downloadable digital research applications help the international movement community collaborate in the studio movement research using 
a studio space, a computer, monitor, web camera, and teleconferencing technologies. We are now in our sixth year of our international online 
collaborative research efforts. 

We have put into place an International Research and Training Program for the Historical Movement Archive, which includes weekly and 
bi-monthly international online broadcast research work sessions and biannual in-house research get-togethers, workshops, lectures, symposiums, 
and roundtables hosted in different countries. Many of these live events will be hosted at George Mason University, adding to the intellectual and 
international experience of the university family. 

The Historical Movement Archive Research and Training Program over the last five years has developed and put into place a Professional Research 
Process and Methodology for investigating historical and cultural movement. 
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The Historical Movement Archive’s Research and Training Program is the collective endeavor of an international group of historical and cultural 
movement scholars, teachers, and performers who are working together to preserve their life’s work in historical and cultural movement art forms. 

Listed are several representatives of the movement disciplines within the HMA’s Research and Training Program:
  Historical Dance - Catherine Turocy - Artistic Director - The New York Baroque Dance Company - New York
  Historical Martial Arts - Maestro Ramon Martinez, Maestro Jeannette Martinez - Martinez Academy of Arms - New Jersey
  Zulu Dance and Martial Movement - Dr. Marie-Heleen Coetzee - Professor - University of Pretoria - South Africa
  Native American Dance and Cultural Dance Traditions - Michael Nephew - Virginia
  Dance Performance and Cultural Movement Principles - Peppe Ostensson - Hilde Veronica Ostensson - Sweden
  Cultural and Historical Training Principles - Isabelle Anderson - Australia
  Contemporary Movement Traditions - Adeoye Mabior Mabogunje - Chicago

Listed are several historical movement treatises that are being prepared for volumetric capture in 2022 by the HMA’s Research and Training Program:
  Ragione di adoprar sicuramente l’Arme - Giacomo de Grassi - 1570 
  Giacomo di Grassi his True arte of defence plainlie teaching - Giacomo de Grassi - Englished by I.G. gentleman - 1594 
  Orchesographie par Thoinot Arbeau - 1588 - Reimpression par Laure Fonta - 1888
  Orchesography by Thoinot Arbeau - Translated from the Original Edition by Cyril Beaumont - 1925
  Choregraphie: Ou L’art De Decrire La Dance Par Caracteres Figures et Signes Desmonstratifs - Par M. Feuillet  - 1700 / 1713
  Orchesography or, The Art of Dancing by Characters and Demonstrative Figures - Translation from the French by John Weaver - 1706
  Albrecht Durers Fechtbuch - Albrecht Durer - 1512
  Opera Nova Art Dell Armi - Achille Marozzo - 1536 / 1550 / 1568 + Presa system (pages 173 - 195)



Imagine the digital Hope Bear Garden playhouse (which we have developed) being the Digital Host Destination for movement professionals to get 
together as HMA Studio Avatars or Volumetric Generated Avatars using simple Volumetric Capture Research Studio Setups and Holoportation. 
Researchers meet online within the Hope Bear Garden 3D interactive virtual research environment and exchange high-end movement research and 
performance information from different parts of the world. 

Phase 1
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The international movement community downloads and installs the Historical Movement Archive research application. Research participants log on 
and enter the digital Hope Bear Garden research game environment using any computer, smart phone, tablet, or augmented reality and virtual reality 
device, to be viewed in three dimensions as if we were in the classroom or witnessing a live performance.

HMA Studio Generated Avatars



When the historical movement is mastered by the international researchers and artists, it is ready to be motion captured and volumetric captured. 
The test Research and Training Projects of Giacomo de Grassi’s treatise and the historical dance Les Bouffons, in Orchésographie by Thoinot Arbeau, 
are now ready to be motion captured, analyzed, studied, and archived.

The digitized 3D historical and cultural movement motion capture data and volumetric capture data is processed and re-worked as 3D materials, 
which are updated into the research applications. Depending on the complexity of the movement system, this research process may take years. 

The historical and cultural movement is preserved in raw digital form. The digitized movement is analyzed using the highest standards of research 
in a collaboration that would be established with the College of Education and Human Development, the School of Kinesiology, the College of Health 
and Human Services, and the Laboratory for the Study and Simulation of Human Movement. The core of this research program is the development 
of research tools that assist in the scientific method applied to digitized historical and cultural movement.

The Historical Movement Archive’s research information and data are continually updated on our research applications using secure Amazon Cloud 
and Web Services that work in conjunction with our server and prototype archive computer (DATA). We have also purchased and put together our 
full-time rendering computer (DAISY). The preparation of 3D materials can take weeks to render out and implement. We have purchased and put 
together a prototype server (HAL), that will contain the digital host destination for the Hope Bear Garden 3D interactive online research environment. 

The Historical Movement Archive Digital Library will be a collaboration that would be established with the College of Humanities and Social Sciences 
and the Roy Rosenzwieg Center for History and New Media. I believe this work will result in the development of a 3D online library where the 
body of digitized historical and cultural movement knowledge would be preserved. The George Mason University Library System and the Special 
Collections Research Center offer many opportunities for research and collaboration. 

The Historical Movement Archive is developing a robust Interdisciplinary Internship Program (IIP). 
The Historical Movement Archive’s Internship Program would involve collaboration with George Mason University’s College of Visual and 
Performing Arts, College of Education and Human Development, College of Health and Human Services, College of Humanities and Social 
Sciences, and the Volgenau School of Engineering.
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Microsoft Mesh - Enables presence and shared experiences from anywhere, in any device, through mixed reality HMA research applications.

Mesh App for HoloLens - Connects with research colleagues and co-create in real time as you explore and share movement research content.

HoloLens 2 Development Edition - Supports augmented reality development platforms to create mixed reality research and performance experiences. 
Azure’s Mixed Reality Services assist HMA developers in building mixed reality research applications. Microsoft Azure provides a suite of services that 
associate and render 3D holographic research and performance content. 

The Historical Movement Archive can build mixed reality applications using Microsoft Mesh and Unity Pro’s real-time 3D platform.    

The Historical Movement Archive will develop the process and methodologies
needed in the application of Microsoft’s: 

Volumetric capture system, cameras, software, licensing, 
Mesh software platform that is built upon Azure, 
HoloLens 2 Development Edition.

Volumetric Capture (Prototype) Research Studio Setup

    20  high resolution volumetric cameras, 
    50’ diameter motion capture range,
     1   HoloLens 2 augmented reality headset,
     1   virtual reality headset,
    Rendering servers, studio equipment, software costs, and licensing.

Phase 2

Optimum
Volumetric

Motion Capture
Area

Volumetric Generated Avatars

I--------------------------------------------------------I
50’ Diameter
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Volumetric Motion Capture Cameras  https://emergentvisiontec.com/     Scarlet 3D Depth Camera  Sterio Labs - ZED 2

Brooklyn Nets introduce the ‘Netaverse’ which is a virtual reality broadcast of live game action.  

    https://youtu.be/pq4JMWcnUCw    https://youtu.be/YzcIuxste6I

Volumetric Motion Capture (Prototype) Research Studio Setup

20 high resolution volumetric camera set up

FF Camera #1

FF Camera #2

FF Camera #3

FF Camera #4

FF Camera #5

FF Camera #10

FF Camera #9

FF Camera #8

FF Camera #7

FF Camera #6

First Floor

Ground Floor

GF Camera #1

GF Camera #2

GF Camera #3

GF Camera #4

GF Camera #5

GF Camera #10

GF Camera #9

GF Camera #8

GF Camera #7

GF Camera #6

Distribution   Server

Transceiver
Ethernet

Network Switch

Interface
Network Card Processing Servers DATA Storage
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The Historical Movement Archive’s Research and Development will be a collaboration that would be established with the College of Engineering 
and Computing, the Volgenau School of Engineering, and the School of Computing. The Historical Movement Archive Research Program would 
be established at the Institute for Digital InnovAtion. 

The Historical Movement Archive’s research and development of the 3D Digital Research, Performance, and Archive Platform (DRPAP) would 
be in collaboration with the Institute for Digital InnovAtion. 

My work as Visiting Scholar in Residence at George Mason University has allowed me to begin the research and development of the Historical 
Movement Archive’s prototype 3D Digital Research, Performance, and Archive Platform.

The research and development of the 3D Digital Research, Performance, and Archive Platform (DRPAP) will focus on five main areas:
 
 Motion capture and volumetric capture technologies to accurately record the intricate details of historical and cultural movement.

 Research tools for historical and cultural movement to download and easily incorporate into digital movement research applications.

 Analytical tools to assist in the scientific method applied to digitized historical and cultural movement. The core of this research program 
 is to establish new fields of study, such as Kinesthetic Anthropology and the study of Kinesthetic Relativity. 

 Advanced digital presentation and archiving technologies to preserve 3D historical and cultural movement knowledge.

 Live broadcast and emerging augmented reality, virtual reality, and mixed reality technologies to teach, research, gather together, 
 and perform on-line in 3D, using holographic sharing, visualization, and holoportation.

The Historical Movement Archive’s Research and Development will reach out to build collaborations with a number of national and international 
industry leaders of technology, in our efforts to develop and implement the 3D Digital Research, Performance, and Archive Platform. Examples 
include Microsoft, Amazon, Adobe, Vicon, Qualisys, Perception Neuron, OptiTrack, Autodesk, Unity/WETA Digital, and Unreal Engine.
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National Research and Development Program

The Sword and the Pen’s National Research and Development Program would involve collaborations with a number of regional and national 
educational institutions. An example is the Historical Movement Archive’s research program at George Mason University.

National Research and Performance Program

The Sword and the Pen’s National Research and Performance Program would involve collaborations with a number of cultural institutions in our 
efforts to design, put together, and implement cultural research and performance projects. Examples include the Folger Shakespeare Library, 
the Library of Congress, the Kennedy Center, the National Opera, the Washington Ballet, the American College Theater Festival, the American 
Shakespeare Center’s Blackfriars Playhouse, the Smithsonian Institution, the National Museum of the American Indian, and the National Museum 
of African American History and Culture. 

International Research and Development Program

The Sword and the Pen’s International Research and Development Program would involve collaborations with a number of international educational 
institutions. An example is the University of Pretoria in South Africa.

International Research and Performance Program

The Sword and the Pen’s International Research and Performance Program would involve efforts to design, put together, and implement cultural 
research and performance collaborations with Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre and Sam Wanamaker Playhouse, the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific, and Cultural Organization, and the 175 embassies, ambassador residences, and international cultural centers. George Mason University 
is perfectly situated in a region that can easily reach out and work with cultural attaches from around the world. 

I have always used the symbols of the Sword and the Pen in my work. 
The Sword symbolizes the difficult task left to us to understand these historical techniques and systems of movement.
It represents the dedication to the development of skill through training and building an understanding in the body.

The Pen symbolizes the historical works that have been left to us in the form of books, treatises, and manuscripts. 
It also represents the work of scholars and researchers who endeavor to unlock the knowledge contained within those words and images. 

  The Sword and the Pen stands for the unity of scholarship, the mastery of skill, and the camaraderie of friends, 
who simply gather together in the endeavor to share and learn.



... . . . . . . .... . . . . . . .

... . . . . . . .

... . . . . . . .
... . . . . . . .

110 High Resolution Volumetric Cameras

Volumetric Motion Capture Studio Setup

. . ...

The Historical Movement Archive Studio will serve as a Volumetric Motion Capture Research and Development Facility that is dedicated to the 
research and development of technologies that support volumetric motion capture, holographic sharing, visualization, holoportation, and live 
performance streaming capabilities. 

During the day the studio will serve as a volumetric motion capture facility dedicated to recording, processing, preserving, and archiving historical 
and cultural movement. As the evening approaches the research and development work stations close up back into the outer walls of the studio. 
During the evening the studio will serve as a research and performance facility dedicated to live performance and volumetric streaming. 
The core of our research and development efforts center around the implementation of volumetric capture and broadcast technologies. 
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Evening

Third Floor
Standing Room

60

Second Floor
Seating Capacity

100

First Floor
Seating Capacity

140

Ground Floor
Standing Room

40

Daytime

Third Floor
44 Research

Work Stations
12 Work Areas

Second Floor
28 Research

Work Stations
12 Broadcast 
Work Areas

First Floor
Reception

Public Area
4 Lecture Area

Ground Floor
5  Work Areas

Historical Movement Archive Volumetric Motion Capture Studio Setup - 50’ diameter motion capture range. Microsoft Volumetric Studio System, 
110  high resolution volumetric cameras, studio equipment, switches, cabling. rigging, rendering and streaming servers, SDKs, software, and 
Microsofts Educational Licensing.

Research and Development Research and Performance
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The Historical Movement Archive Studio will serve as a Volumetric Motion Capture Research and Performance Facility that is dedicated to the 
research and development of live performance and 3D broadcast capabilities. 

We have the opportunity to build an augmented reality development platform and create mixed reality research and performance experiences that will 
change how we look at live performance, and as a result help preserve the cultural landscape of national and international live classical performance.

The Hope Bear Garden Volumetric Broadcast Performance Space

Phase 3



We have imagined how we can use these emerging augmented reality and virtual reality technologies to teach, research, and perform online in 3D. 
These emerging technologies will soon give us the ability to take the experience of any class, research project, or performance into anyone’s computer, 
smart phone, tablet, or augmented reality and virtual reality device, to be viewed in three dimensions as if we were in the classroom or witnessing 
a live performance.

A character in the movie “Under the Tuscan Sun” describes the Semmering Railway that was built over a steep section of the Alps to connect 
Vienna and Venice:
      “They built these tracks even before there was a train in existence that could make the trip.
           They built it --- because they knew some day the train would come.”

We can begin to develop, build, and implement these emerging augmented reality and virtual reality technologies even before the train that drives 
these technologies is in existence, knowing that someday the ability to use these emerging technologies will come. 

Apple is coming out with manageable and affordable high-fidelity, 3D augmented reality and virtual reality headsets that connect wirelessly to the 
internet by the end of this year, or sometime in 2023.

Australian researchers have developed a new internet connection from a single optical chip that is 44.2 Tbps. This is around 1 million times faster 
than the average American internet speed, which is around 50Mbps.  

Microsoft in March of 2021 released a new Mixed Reality Development Platform called Microsoft Mesh. This development platform gives us 
all the tools to develop our own mixed reality applications and services, such as holographic sharing and visualization, as well as holoportation.

In the next few years, these breakthrough technologies will make it possible to broadcast live in 3D.

Here at George Mason University, we have the capability to create 3D teaching, performance, and archive applications that will allow us to 
implement these emerging technologies as they arrive at our doorstep. These technologies will emerge as vibrant teaching, meeting, research, 
and performance tools over the next decade. The need to develop this technology for research, teaching, communication, and performance is 
so apparent in our current situation. What better time would there be to implement these ideas and develop the use of these technologies, so we 
might emerge from our current situation and offer innovative solutions to the technical challenges we face right now.

On the following pages of this interactive PDF you will find information that allows you to explore and experience this new technology in the 
form of movies and 3D research examples. The interactive PDF demonstrates the proof of our research concept, as well as proof of process and 
methodology, in support of this new field of research and this research program.

This was the purpose of my work as a Visiting Scholar in Residence: to provide the proof that we can create a process and methodology for this 
research and to demonstrate how we can build digital tools that utilize these emerging technologies.

Summation
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The Historical Movement Archive & Studio Organizational Structure

Leadership Council

Advisory Board

The Sword and the Pen Roundtable

Research and Training Roundtable

Research and Development Roundtable

Research and Performance Roundtable

The Historical Movement Archive, LLC
Director of the Historical Movement Archive and Studio

Office Manager
Accountant

Lawyer

The Historical Movement Archive Governing BodyThe Historical Movement Archive Mandates

Cultural Mandates
Educational Mandates

Research Mandates
---

State Mandates 
County Mandates
District Mandates
National Mandates

International Mandates
Corporate Mandates
Individual Mandates

Research and Training Mandates
Research and Development Mandates
Research and Performance Mandates

The Historical Movement Archive Research and Training 

Research and Training Program

Research and Training Projects

Catherine Turocy - Historical Dance

Ramon and Jeannette Martinez - Historical Martial Arts

Dr. Marie-Heleen Coetzee - Zulu Dance and Martial Movement

Peppe Ostensson - Dance Performance and Cultural Movement Principles

Michael Nephew - Native American Dance and Cultural Dance Traditions

Isabelle Anderson - Cultural and Historical Training Principles

Adeoye Mabior Mabogunje - Contemporary Movement Traditions

Siobhan Richardson - Contemporary Training Principles

Claudia Rosales - Contemporary Training Principles

The Historical Movement Archive Research and Development

Digital Movement Research Applications

Digital Research, Performance, and Archive Platform (DRPAP)

The Historical Movement Archive Digital Library

Microsoft - Apple - Adobe

Amazon - AWS

Vicon - OptiTrack - Qualisys - Perception Neuron

 WETA Digital

Autodesk

Unity - Unreal

The Historical Movement Archive Studio
Production Manager

Lead Gameplay Programmer
Lead 3D Artist
Lead Animator

Lead Website Designer

The Historical Movement Archive

The Historical Movement Archive Studio

Research Library

The Hope Bear Garden Research and Performance Facility

Motion Capture and Volumetric Capture Studio



               THE SWORD AND THE PEN, Inc. 501(c)(3)

Director of the Sword and the Pen

Board of Directors (7)

Accountant

Lawyer

Treasurer

Secretary

Grant Writing Services

National Research and Performance Program

The Folger Shakespeare Library

The Library of Congress

The Kennedy Center

The National Opera

The Washington Ballet

The American College Theater Festival

The Smithsonian Institution

The National Museum of the American Indian

The National Museum of African American History and Culture

American Shakespeare Center’s Blackfriars Playhouse

International Research and Performance Program

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization

175 embassies, ambassador residences, and international cultural centers. 

Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre and Sam Wanamaker Playhouse

National Research and Development Program

The Historical Movement Archive Research Program

George Mason University
The Interdisciplinarity

The Interdisciplinary Internship Program  (IIP)

George Washington University

Georgetown University

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

University of Mary Washington

University of Maryland

Howard University

Gallaudet University

Northern Virginia Community College

International Research and Development Program

 University of Pretoria - South Africa

The Sword and the Pen, Inc. - May 4, 2020

The Sword and the Pen, Inc. 501(c)(3) 

Copyright - The Sword and the Pen - 10/18/2011

historicalmovementarchive.com
historicalmovementarchive.org

historicalmovementarchivestudio.com
historicalmovementarchivestudio.org

historicalmovementarchiveresearch.com
historicalmovementarchivestudioresearch.org

historicalmovementarchivelibrary.com
historicalmovementarchivelibrary.org

theswordandthepen.org

The Historical Movement Archive, LLC - May 21, 2019

Copyright - Historical Movement Archive - 7/10/2020



Research Application Design - Giacomo de Grassi

Ragione di adoprar sicuramente l’Arme - Giacomo de Grassi - 1570 
Giacomo di Grassi his True arte of defence plainlie teaching - Englished by I.G. gentleman - 1594 

Front Layer

2nd Layer

Layers - Clicking from front to back - often in a chronological order - original printing, facsimile, printed translation of the original work.  (2 Layers)
Horizontal - Swiping left to right - move from column to column - side to side - progressing through chapters or sections of movement information.
Vertical - Scrolling from top to bottom - moving through the column - scroll bar up and down - progressing though the language of that section. 
Columns - Align automatically with the corresponding layers.  (15 of 118 Columns)

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11 Column 12

Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11 Column 12

Column 13 Column 14 Column 15

“technical term for thingamajigs in the application”

Tap - for Italian or English vocals.
Pinch and Zoom - in or out - on text images or drawings.
Scrubbook / Flipbook - for a sequence of animated images.
Tap - for movies or animated movement sequences.
Buttons and Links - to online reference tools, like the OED, and definition or translation dictionaries.
Buttons and Links - to the HMA 3D Viewer - for motion/volumetric capture historical or cultural movement sequences.
Augmented or Virtual Reality Portal - to the Digital Host Destination of the Hope Bear Garden 3D Gaming environment.

Technical Research LayersTreatise Layers
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We are in the process of creating a Research Application Prototype/Research Example 
Giacomo de Grassi - 1570 / 1590

It should be finished sometime this summer.
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Research Application Design - Par M. Feuillet, Maitre de Dance
CHOREGRAPHIE OU L’ART DE DECRIRE LA DANCE PAR CARACTERES, FIGURES ET  - 1700
Orchesography THE ART OF DANCING - Translation from the French by John Weaver - 1706
CHOREGRAPHIE OU L’ART DE DECRIRE LA DANCE PAR CARACTERES, FIGURES ET - 1713
A SMALL TREATISE OF Time and Cadence in DANCING by John Weaver - 1706

Front Layer

2nd Layer

3rd Layer

4th Layer

4 Layers / 11 out of 101 Columns Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11

Column 12

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11

Technical Research LayersTreatise Layers
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Research Application Design - Thoinot Arbeau

ORCHESOGRAPHIE - ET TRAICTE EN FORME DE DIALOGUE - Thoinot Arbeau - 1588
Orchesographie par Thoinot Arbeau - 1588 - Reimpression par Laure Fonta - 1888
Orchesography by Thoinot Arbeau - Translated from the Original Edition by Cyril Beaumont - 1925 

Front Treatise Layer

2nd Treatise Layer

3rd Treatise Layer

3 Layers / 12 out of 210+ Columns Column 12Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11

Column 12Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11

Column 12Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11

Technical Research LayersTreatise Layers

Front Technical Research Layer

2nd Technical Research Layer

3rd Technical Research Layer

Volumetric Capture 3D Movement Sequence

Motion Capture 3D Movement Sequence with Studio Avatar

Biomechanical study and analysis of the Movement Sequence
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Research Application Design - Achille Marozzo

OPERA NOVA - ART DELL ARMI - Achille Marozzo - 1568
OPERA NOVA - ART DELL ARMI - Achille Marozzo - 1550
OPERA NOVA - ART DELL ARMI - Achille Marozzo - 1536

3 Layers /22 of 195+ Columns

Column 12Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11 Column 13 Column 14 Column 15 Column 17Column 16 Column 18 Column 19 Column 20 Column 21 Column 22

Column 12Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11 Column 13 Column 14 Column 15 Column 17Column 16 Column 18 Column 19 Column 20 Column 21 Column 22

Column 12Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11 Column 13 Column 14 Column 15 Column 17Column 16 Column 18 Column 19 Column 20 Column 21 Column 22

Treatise Layers Technical Research Layers

Title Pages

OPERA NOVA - ART DELL ARMI - Achille Marozzo - 1568 - Pages 173-195 -  Presa System

OPERA NOVA - ART DELL ARMI - Achille Marozzo - 1550 - Pages 173-195 -  Presa System

OPERA NOVA - ART DELL ARMI - Achille Marozzo - 1536 - Pages 173-195 -  Presa System

Volumetric Capture 3D Movement Sequence

Motion Capture 3D Movement Sequence with Studio Avatar

Biomechanical study and analysis of the Movement Sequence
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Research Application Design - Albrecht Durer

  ALBRECHT DURERS FECHTBUCH - Von Friedrich Dornhoffer - 1512 / 1910

Column 12Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 Column 8 Column 9 Column 10 Column 11

1 Layer / 41 Columns

Column 13 Column 14 Column 15 Column 17Column 16 Column 18 Column 19 Column 20 Column 21

Column 32Column 22 Column 23 Column 24 Column 25 Column 26 Column 27 Column 28 Column 29 Column 30 Column 31 Column 33 Column 34 Column 35 Column 37Column 36 Column 38 Column 39 Column 40 Column 41

Treatise Layers
Technical Research Layers

Volumetric Capture 3D Movement Sequence

Motion Capture 3D Movement Sequence with Studio Avatar

Biomechanical study and analysis of the Movement Sequence

ALBRECHT DURERS FECHTBUCH - Pages 1-21 - Counter System and the Counter to the Counter System

ALBRECHT DURERS FECHTBUCH - Pages 22-41 - Counter System and the Counter to the Counter System

What we do not know yet
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Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive’s Historical Image-Based Avatar Research and Development 
(movie - 5 minutes 20 seconds)

Historical Image-Based Avatar Research and Development
We have put together effective pipelines for the development of historical image-based avatar and the processing of motion capture data.

We have designed and are developing historical image-based avatars. We have developed and implemented this historical image-based avatar with the 
motion capture of test historical and cultural movement sequences that were created in 2013, 2014, 2015, 2017, 2019, and 2020. 

Historical image-based avatars are being developed to use state of the art skeletal animation, with simulated bone, muscle, and fat tissue within the 
avatar’s skin or mesh.

We have been successful in creating this Albrecht Durer historical image-based avatar to be made studio-ready for the motion capture research, 
development, and ongoing studio work.
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/avatar-creation-and-development/


Motion Capture Research and Development
The Historical Movement Archive has designed a complete prototype data pipeline for Motion Capture, Animation Cleanup, and Archiving.

Research Training Motion Capture Animation Cleanup Archive
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The Historical Movement Archive 3D Viewer Research and Development
The Historical Movement Archive has designed a complete data pipeline for the motion capture and processing of historical and cultural motion 
capture data, and placing the movement sequences into the Historical Movement Archive 3D Viewer.

We have developed an effective work-flow for cleaning up the 3D movement sequences, skinning, rigging, implementing the movement into a studio 
avatar, and placing the 3D movement sequences into the HoloLens, VIVE, and Oculus VR headset, as well as on iPads, iPhones, Android phones and 
tablets, and our (in development) website: www.historicalmovementarchive.org using the Historical Movement Archive 3D Viewer.

Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive’s Research-Example - Test Movement Sequences 
HMA 3D Viewer
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ComputeriPhone

iPad

HoloLens

VIVE

Android Phones and Tablets

https://historicalmovementarchive.org/durer-avatar-examples/


This historical movement sequence dates back to orchesography images found on Ancient Chinese pottery.

Panathenaic Dance
4th century B.C.

Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive 
Research-Example - Historical Image-Based Avatar - Wind, Fire, Water, Earth - Historical Movement Sequence

HMA 3D Viewer

Historical Martial Arts
16th Century A.D.
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/viewer-durer-avatar/


Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive
Giacomo de Grassi 16th Century Footwork System Research Design

(movie - 7 minutes 18 seconds)

The Historical Movement Archive Research and Training

Research into placing an Ancient Movement Rubric and the Giacomo de Grassi
16th Century Footwork System into the Unity 3D Game Engine.
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/footwork-in-unity3d/


Giacomo de Grassi 1570 1594

Reconstruction of Historical Movement

The best comparison is the structure of language and how language is categorized and analyzed. 
Cultural and historical movement can be looked at in a very similar structural manner.
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The Mathamatics of the Foot
Giacomo de Grassi 

1570/1594
Footwork System

7 possible hip relationships
7 different paces or footsteps 

to get to a hip relationship
8 possible steps for a straight 

half-pass movement
(wide or narrow base)

4 forward - 4 back
6 possible half-pass 

crooked steps
24 possible thwarts

24 possible circular paces
48 continuances of the forward 

or back foot gathered to the hind 
foot or forward foot

48 changes of weight from 
one foot to another - with a 

continuance of the other foot - 
either straight, thwart, or crossed

Each round of a singular 
movement can incorporate 
multiple options to create 

a unique movement. 
When we calculate this out, 
we get ~25 million possible 

footwork movements each round.

7 7

4 4

8

24 24

48 48

How Letters become Words 
How Words form a Dictionary



The Historical Movement Archive Research and Training

How the Ancient Movement Rubric works and moves within the Unity 3D Game Engine.

Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive
Ancient Movement Rubric Research in the Unity 3D Game Engine

(movie - 2 minutes 25 seconds)
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/16th-century-movement-rubric-in-unity-engine/


Movement Rubric

Integration of the Historical Movement Rubric/Abaque/
Mechanical Nomograph into the Unity Game Engine 

Page 14

Straight Paces:
PF=Vf * ((PI - Distance Magnitude Multiplier) * halfpass)

Mathematical calculation for moving the character in a straight line 
given some magnitude of movement: PF - Final position of the character 

Vf - the forward facing vector of the character represented as (x,y,z). 
Distance Magnitude Multiplier - Value that affects total distance 

traveled the closer a character is to another. 

Halfpass:
A calculated value roughly equivalent to the distance your back leg must 

move to line up centered with your body when in a fighting stance. 

Crooked and Circular Paces:
For circular paces, we utilize a combination of the formula above, 

along with Unity’s built-in rotational system to rotate the character 
around the opponent.

Foot Adjustments:
Adjustments occur after the primary movement is completed. 

These represent a portion of the total movement equal to between 5%-10% 
of the distance moved. This calculation is done to simulate the movement 

of the character’s feet when returning to their stance. 

Distance re-calculations:
Because the Unity engine uses floating point values (floats) to track 

position, inaccuracies can occur when calculating movement. 
This can result in the final positions of the two characters being off 

by 0.25%-0.5% after each circular pace.

To combat any inaccuracy we’ve developed a system that calculates the 
correct placement of characters using doubles that improve accuracy, 

and then makes adjustments after the end of the movement in each round.

Nomography of Human Movement

How a Phrase becomes a Sentence
How Sentences become a Monologue



Implementing the 16th Century Footwork System and the Ancient Rubric within the Unity 3D Game Engine

Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive 
16th Century Footwork System and Ancient Movement Rubric/Abaque/Mechanical Nomograph in the Unity 3D Game Engine 

HMA Unity 3D Game Prototype
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/16thcenmovementsys/
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How a Monologue becomes a Dialogue
How a Dialogue becomes a Play

Giacomo de Grassi 1570 1594



The Historical Movement Archive has used emerging 3D technologies and developed a process and methodology 
to integrate the historical record in text and images with archaeological excavation evidence to recreate in digital 
form this 16th century playhouse called the Hope Bear Gardens.

Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive  
Hope Bear Garden Studio Research Design 

(movie - 9 minutes 37 seconds)
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/hoperesearchdesign/


Old BG 3 Pit-line

Hollar’s “Long view” 1647 Hope Bear Garden #4

Ingressus
Swan - De Witt drawing  1596

Globe Excavations
Henslow’s letter drawing

Hope Bear Garden 
Digital Performance Space

Hope Bear Garden Excavations
Page 18

Icosagon - Twenty-sided Polygon

Hollar’s long view pencil sketch 

BG 4/5 Pit-line



Our work at the Historical Movement Archive offers the possibility of using these emerging augmented and virtual reality 
technologies to teach, research, and perform online in 3D. The emerging technologies we are working on will soon give us 
the ability to take the experience of any class or performance into anyone’s home or office to be viewed in three dimensions 
as if we were in the classroom or witnessing a live performance. 

Here is a digital walk-through of the Hope Bear Garden Digital Research and Performance space.

Click on the image above and it will take you to a rendered walk-through of the Hope Bear Garden Digital 3D Performance Space. 
(movie - 4 minutes 47 seconds)
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/hope-digital-performance-space/
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Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive
Hope Bear Garden Digital 3D Performance Space

HMA 3D Viewer

3D Viewer of the Hope Bear Garden
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/hope-playhouse-viewer/


Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive 
Research-Example of the Hope Bear Garden Ingressus

HMA 3D Viewer
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3D Viewer of the Hope Bear Garden Ingressus

https://historicalmovementarchive.org/hope-bear-gardens-ingress/


3D Viewer of the Hope Bear Garden Playhouse Floors

Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive 
Research-Example of the Hope Bear Garden - Playhouse Floors

HMA 3D Viewer
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/hope-bear-playhouse-tour/


3D Viewer of the Hope Bear Garden Stage Iterations

Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive 
Research-Example of the Hope Bear Garden - Stage Iterations

HMA 3D Viewer
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/hope-bear-garden-stage-iterations/


3D Viewer of the Hope Bear Garden Bay Iterations

Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive 
Research-Example of the Hope Bear Garden - Bay Iterations

HMA 3D Viewer
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https://historicalmovementarchive.org/hope-bear-garden-bay-iterations/
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Click on the image above and it will take you to the Historical Movement Archive 
Research-Example of the Hope Bear Garden - Cement/Iron/Brick Iterations

HMA 3D Viewer

3D Viewer of the Hope Bear Garden Cement/Iron/Brick Iterations

https://historicalmovementarchive.org/hope-bear-garden-structural-iterations/
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